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Despite its isolation on the western edge of Europe, Ireland occupies vast amounts of space on
the music maps of the world. Although deeply rooted in time and place, Irish songs, dances and
instrumental traditions have a history of global travel that span the centuries. Whether carried by
exiles, or distributed by commercial networks, Irish traditional music is one of the most popular
World Music genres, while Clare, on Ireland's Atlantic seaboard, enjoys unrivaled status as a
"Home of the Music," a mecca for tourists and aficionados eager to enjoy the authentic sounds
of Ireland.For the first time, this remarkable soundscape is explored by an insider-a fourth
generation Clare concertina player, uilleann piper and an internationally recognized authority on
Irish traditional music. Entrusted with the testimonies, tune lore, and historic field recordings of
Clare performers, Gearóid Ó hAllmhuráin reveals why this ancient place is a site of musical
pilgrimage and how it absorbed the impact of global cultural flows for centuries. These flows
brought musical change inwards, while simultaneously facilitating outflows of musical change to
the world beyond - in more recent times, through the music of Clare stars like Martin Hayes and
the Kilfenora Céilí Band. Placing the testimony of music and music makers at the center of Irish
cultural history and working from a palette of disciplines, Flowing Tides explores an Irish
soundscape undergoing radical change in the period from the Napoleonic Wars to the Great
Famine, from the birth of the nation state to the meteoricrise-and fall-of the Celtic Tiger. It is
essential reading for all interested in Irish/Celtic music and culture.

"With deft strokes, Gearóid Ó hAllmhuráin connects the small place to the big picture, creating
an intimate and intricately detailed history of the renowned musical tradition of County Clare.
Flowing Tides will become a monument of Irish ethnomusicology."Henry Glassie, author, Irish
Folktales and The Stars of Ballymenone"Flowing Tides is the finest book to appear on the music
of Clare, the county widely regarded as the centre of gravity of Irish Traditional Music."Kevin
Whelan, director, The Keough Naughton Notre Dame Centre, Dublin"This author is one of the
great authorities on Irish music and its migration to Canada and the United States. Flowing Tides
represents a decisive contribution to the discourse of ethnomusicology in general, and to the
understanding of Irish music as a narrative of social, cultural, and artistic meaning in
particular."Harry White, Professor of Music, University College Dublin, author, Encyclopaedia of
Music in Ireland"You should definitely have this book in your library! Everything you'd want is in
it! It truly is one of the best books available, filled with true and accurate extracts of our musical
heritage."Séamus Connolly, Boston College Libraries, Séamus Connolly Collection of Irish
Music(digital collection and archive)"An immensely readable, informative, and innovative
exploration of how history, culture, tradition, and art interweave to create and recreate place.
Destined to become a classic!"Nancy Groce, Senior Folklorist, Library of Congress,



Washington, DC"Gearóid's knowledge of Irish traditional music goes far beyond his academic
voice. With an abiding passion for the music of our native Clare, he knows the source of the
music and knows its heart and soul even more intimately"Martin Hayes, Irish Master
FiddlerFrom the AuthorFor the last 40 years, I have been honoured to play music and record
interviews with musicians aged 5 to 102 years. Since my PhD work at Queens University in
Belfast, my research has taken me from my Clare home in the West of Ireland to the extended
Clare diaspora throughout England and France, the US and Canada. Over time, it became clear
that there was an urgent need to fully contextualize Irish musical and cultural traditions. More
than just an encyclopedia, or a collection of biographies, we needed a spatiotemporal
foundation, which could insert our heritage into 'the big picture.' In Flowing Tides-History and
Memory in an Irish Soundscape, it was a priority to focus significant attention on the role of
women as performers and carriers of tradition. Too often women have been left out of our
historical narrative. This was my opportunity to restore their voices. This was also an opportunity
to highlight the voices of Clare music makers who had witnessed extraordinary events and who
composed and performed traditional music for generations.Many of the Clare-born performers
featured in Flowing Tidesare internationally recognized characters; most notably, Sharon
Shannon, Maura O'Connell, and Geraldine Cotter, as well as, Martin Hayes, John Lynch of the
world-renowned Kilfenora Céilí Band, and many more. In contrast to my earlier work, A Pocket
History of Irish Traditional Music (O'Brien Press, Dublin, 1998), Flowing Tides features a
comprehensive index. Given that many of the musicians cited in the book are not familiar names,
I designed the index to categorize musicians by instrument (eg concertina, fiddle, Irish language
singer). I hope that this strategy helps make the information more accessible to my readers.In
2016, Ireland celebrates the centenary of the Rising of 1916. This key revolutionary event led to
Ireland's independence from Great Britain in 1922. Chapter III, "Fifers, Tans and Jazzers," deals
specifically with this period (1890s-1930s) and the role that music played in the emergence of
the Irish nation state.Flowing Tidescombines historical research with the contemporary voices of
oral music historians (master performers, music pedagogues, media leaders, culture brokers)
since the early nineteenth century. There are no other trans-disciplinary studies of its kind in the
existing literature of Irish/Celtic music studies. Flowing Tidesrejects simplistic binaries
surrounding tradition and innovation in Irish traditional music studies (key pivots of public and
academic discourse since the mid 1990s) Flowing Tidesintroduces new theories of cultural flow
and memory criticism to the study of Irish traditional music. If you have a moment, do write a
brief review of the book. I'm grateful for all Ebook Library customer reviews and for your help in
spreading the word. Thank you.-Dr Gearóid Ó hAllmhuráinFrom the Inside FlapDespite its
isolation on the western edge of Europe, Ireland occupies vast amounts of space on the music
maps of the world. Although deeply rooted in time and place, Irish songs, dances and
instrumental traditions have a history of global travel that span the centuries. Whether carried by
exiles, or distributed by commercial networks, Irish traditional music is one of the most popular
World Music genres, while Clare, on Ireland's Atlantic seaboard, enjoys unrivaled status as a



"Home of the Music," a mecca for tourists and aficionados eager to enjoy the authentic sounds
of Ireland.For the first time, this remarkable soundscape is explored by an insider-a fourth
generation Clare concertina player, uilleann piper and an internationally recognized authority on
Irish traditional music. Entrusted with the testimonies, tune lore, and historic field recordings of
Clare performers, Gearóid Ó hAllmhuráin reveals why this ancient place is a site of musical
pilgrimage and how it absorbed the impact of global cultural flows for centuries. These flows
brought musical change inwards, while simultaneously facilitating outflows of musical change to
the world beyond - in more recent times, through the music of Clare stars like Martin Hayes and
the Kilfenora Céilí Band. Placing the testimony of music and music makers at the center of Irish
cultural history and working from a palette of disciplines, Flowing Tides explores an Irish
soundscape undergoing radical change in the period from the Napoleonic Wars to the Great
Famine, from the birth of the nation state to the meteoric rise-and fall-of the Celtic Tiger. It is
essential reading for all interested in Irish/Celtic music and culture.About the AuthorProfessor
Gearóid Ó hAllmhuráin is an award-winning Irish musician,ethnomusicologist and cultural
historian. A native of Clare, a renowned storehouseof music in the West of Ireland, he has
broadcast, lectured and published widelyin Irish, English and French, and has performed Irish
music on four continents. Formerly Jefferson Smurfit Chair of Irish Studies and Professor of
Music at theUniversity of Missouri-St. Louis (2000-09), he is the inaugural holder of the bilingual
JohnsonChair in Québec and Canadian Irish Studies at Concordia University in Montréal.Read
more
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Léitheoir, “A guided trip through musical Co. Clare from a deeply knowledgeable guide. Gearóid
Ó hAllmhuráin is an Irish-music polymath. He is a scholar, a gifted teacher, an academic
musicologist, a linguist, an entertaining raconteur and a master of several instruments (not to
mention, a Clare native) – in other words, he possesses every qualification you could ask for in a
guide through the musical landscape (the soundscape, as Gearóid would have it) of storied Co.
Clare.The beginning of the book may be a bit of a slog because of the academic groundwork
that uses a lot of big difficult words. But it soon settles down into a multi-dimensional narrative
covering the history, geography, social milieu and, most importantly, the personalities underlying
the music in Clare.For an art-form that came perilously close to extinction, the vitality and global
reach of the dance music that Gearóid documents is heartening [for those with an
understanding of Irish, the punning Che Do Bheatha Musical Festival is a clever linking of Clare
and Latin America] but it also is a sad reminder of the lost native ("as Gaeilge") song treasure
that he also chronicles. Just as the found was nearly lost, what has been lost could have been
fairly easily found if Pearse's words at Donovan Rossa's graveside ("not free merely, but Gaelic
as well") had been given anything more than hypocritical lip service.Indeed, as the book details,
what was saved wasn't thanks to the governing organs of state or church. If anything, as
evidenced by the Dance Hall Act of 1935, these puritanical and grasping bodies were the
music's enemies rather that friends. Instead the job was left to ordinary country folk, who were
looked down on for it, and to a few outsiders such as Séamus Ennis (fortuitously, a namesake of
the county town) and Ciarán MacMathúna.It may seem strange that someplace as isolated as
Clare – "a periphery on the edge of a periphery" and a place where, as a Cromwellian once put
it, "there was not enough wood to hang a man, enough water to drown a man, or enough earth
to bury a man" – would become a "seminal and absolutely central conduit of musical experience
on both sides of the Atlantic." But once upon a time, just as beer was safer to drink than disease-
laden water, roads were so bad that water routes were the highways of the day. In Clare, to
paraphrase the Dubliners musical group,it was a case of "thank God we're [almost] surrounded
by water" – the county being a virtual peninsula with the Atlantic to the west and the Shannon to
the south and east. It may be that Clare was accessible enough to get the music and isolated
enough to keep it. As it puts it so nicely, the "book explores music roots and music routes in
Clare through a century of austere colonialism and an equally strained century of
postcolonialism, both of which exposed the region to intense musical traffic."I read the book in a
pre-publication Kindle edition on an iPad which took me a lot longer to read than a paper version
would have – not because there is anything particularly difficult with an ebook but because I
found myself continually wandering over the immediately available internet following up on ideas
that Gearóid brings up in the text and in extensive notes. I would read something provocative or
just interesting that would send me off on, maybe, hourlong trips down exploratory byways
before returning to drink some more at the well.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Flowing Tides describes plenty of great characters along with some
wonderful photos. For anyone who enjoys Irish traditional music and is interested in the rich
heritage of Clare music and musicians, this is one book not to be missed.Being a musician
himself Gearoid writes from the heart with an authentic voice. Flowing Tides describes plenty of
great characters along with some wonderful photos.~Vincent Keehan.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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